Hurt Fires Aide After Show Battle

Hoffman Ousted for 'Public Disagreement' With Policy

Student government president Bill Hurt followed an Wednesday night's controversial Congressional session by giving Joseph Hoffman, South Oranges, N.J. sophomore, Thursday, from his post as director of the International Program.

Hoffman's removal came as a direct result of a controversy regarding a proposed visit by a group of students to a head Wednesday night's student government meeting. Hurt had been unable to decide the proposed visit because he feared that it would not result in a defeat to student government. Hurt said that he would not risk it, having already agreed to a group of students who were being warned not to be told by the campus.

The dispute culminated in a special congressional session on Thursday. Hurt and Hoffman took the show out of the student government and gave it to the Senate. In the Delegates of "Policy on the Vote," Thursday, Hurt said:

"When an individual is opposing the President's policy, as in this case, the Senate is prepared to present the issue to the House for final action. The Senate was prepared to present it to the House for final action. The Senate was prepared to present it to the Senate for final action.

"The new appointments and the new programs presented to the Senate are a direct result of the Senate's desire to have them passed. The Senate has no objection to them. The Senate has no objection to them. The Senate has no objection to them. The Senate has no objection to them.

"In conclusion, I must say that I felt Mr. Hoffman's statement was a little too emotional and that I did not agree with it. Therefore, I would like to see it go forward."

New Members Appointed to SOPC

As a luncheon meeting sponsored by the Class of Juniors, Thursday, May 5, 1955, the new appointments were made to the Student Organization Program Committee, the University of Michigan.

The new appointments and new programs presented to the Senate are a direct result of the Senate's desire to have them passed. The Senate has no objection to them. The Senate has no objection to them. The Senate has no objection to them. The Senate has no objection to them.

"In conclusion, I must say that I felt Mr. Hoffman's statement was a little too emotional and that I did not agree with it. Therefore, I would like to see it go forward."

Gains Sovereignty West Germany Gives Pledge of Freedom

Bonn, Germany (AP) - The West German Republic won sovereignty Thursday and immediately pledged it will never rent until it gains freedom for the 18 million Germans in the Soviet Zone.

Chancellor Konrad Adenauer's government asserted that the partition of 40,000 million citizens in the 10 million Western territories is ended by the death of Hitler. The Allied powers, who have controlled Germany since 1945, have given control over state in the Federal Republic.

The 60,000 foreign troops in the Western part of the country will be reduced to 20,000. They are at NATO base, where American troops, who have been exchanged, for the present, include about 350,000 and 270,000 Air Force personnel.

Hearty Red Fire Hits Quemoy

Shelling Follows Matsu Air Threat

Taipei, Formosa (AP) - The Chinese Communists gave the largest shelling of the year in the Quemoy Islands c10 by c10 since the hottest. Matsu air threat.

The Defense Ministry said that the attack left four killed and nine wounded. It also said the total was 100,000, with a half dozen wounded.

When it was over they knew it was the strongest explosion of virtual inately a little more than two miles.

From Sports to Songs

Round to Events of Great Spartan Artist

Parents of these students will have a chance to see what their children are doing. The Michigan State University will be conducting tours and various events. The students will be working on various projects to make this event a success.

The university's 50th anniversary program will be held on the campus of MSU on Saturday, April 30. The program includes tours of the university campus and a special exhibit of student projects. The exhibit is open to the public and will feature student work from all over the state.

The event will be held at 4 p.m. at the MSU Student Center. The university will also be conducting tours of the campus and giving special presentations to students and faculty.

These events will be open to the public and will provide an opportunity for students to showcase their work. The university will also be conducting tours and special presentations on the campus to highlight the university's history and accomplishments.
Now the Greeting that Carries Its Own Bouquet

Bring Mom and Dad to Archy's New Hut on Parents' Day

Special Late Evening Menu
Open Friday & Saturday
12 p.m. to 2 a.m.
2221 E. Michigan - IV 4-7170

Western Union
112 West Michigan Ave
Lansing, Michigan
Tel. IV 1-582

This new scented telegram is the perfect way to send your love on Mother's Day. Lightly perfumed with the fragrance of carnations, it will be a keepsake cherished for years to come.

Call or visit your local Western Union office today and give them your message for Mother's Day.

Phone
ED 2-5111
EXT. 268

“NEVER THRU” SERVING YOU

7 A.M. to 10 P.M.

Offering the best values on used cars and trucks. For complete service on your car or truck—RUD KOOTS CHEVROLET COMPANY 2801 E. Michigan Phone IV 9-6633

Archy's New Hut

Engineering Council Presents
All-College
MAY HOP
Bob Beehrardt's Band
May 14
9-12
Kellogg Center
Semi-Formal
Door Prizes
Parking Permissions

SHE DREAMED OF LOVE

She dreamed of love, a life of romance and beauty, to be wrapped in love, music, opulence, pageantry.

The Glass Slipper

LESLEY CARON • MICHAEL WILDING

Thursday, Friday, Saturday, May 14-16
8 P.M., 12:30 P.M.

She dreamed of love...she dreamed of a prince...she didn't know that he was a prince!!

The Glass Slipper

Leslie Caron • Michael Wilding

Thursday, Friday, Saturday, May 14-16
8 P.M., 12:30 P.M.
Elections

House OK's 2 Million in Polio Money

Mother's Day - May 8th

Afford Church This Sunday

TO THE FLAVOR OF FINE TOBACCO

It's Parents Day at the PAGODA too!

SOUTH BAPTIST CHURCH

HERBERT TAREYTON CIGARETTES

FILTER TIP TAREYTON with the Pearl-Gray Activated Charcoal Filter

PRODUCT OF THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY

TO MAKE A BRIGHT AND BUSY "PAPER" DAY FOR YOUR MOTHER.

THE CAMPUS KITCHEN SET

American Beauty Kitchen Set

Pink & Copper

Breakfast 9 A.M. - 12 P.M.
Dinner 12 P.M. to 9 P.M.

1824 E. MICHIGAN

FILTER TIP TAREYTON with the Pearl-Gray Activated Charcoal Filter

PRODUCT OF THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY

TO MAKE A BRIGHT AND BUSY "PAPER" DAY FOR YOUR MOTHER.
For That Special  
Afternoon Date  
Take Her Bike Riding  
The perfect way  
to spend  
a sunny afternoon.  
Boys.
Girls.
Tandem-Bike Rentals
COLLEGE BIKE SHOP
134 N. HARRISON  ED. 2-4117

[Advertisement for bike rentals]

[Advertisement for movies at State Theater]

[Advertisement for Delta Sigma Theta sorority]

[Advertisement for Underwater!]
title race reaches showdown

gophers, wolves meet in twinfield

chicago ap - the big 10 baseball race reaches a showdown stage involving includes Minnesota and Michigan this weekend.

a game of firsts will be highlighted by saturday's doubleheader between Michigan and Minnesota at Ann Arbor but each club must face another opponent in today's round of single games.

wisconsin, holding the same 3-1 record as Michigan, must play in Madison State (1-3), at home to Iowa (1-1).

other single games today include:

- illinois at chicago (1-3-2).
- michigan state at minnesota (2-3-1), at Minnesota (2-9-1).
- the saturday round of twin cities also will include indiana at purdue, purdue at indiana, purdue at minnesota, and purdue at illinois.

the standings:

midwest

minnesota 5-1-3
minnesota 5-1-3
michigan state 3-3-1
northwestern 2-2-1
illinois 2-2-1
indiana 1-5-0
ohio state 2-4-1
purdue 2-4-1
iowa 1-5-0

men's

Michigan 5-1-3
nesota 5-1-3
michigan state 3-3-1
northwestern 2-2-1
illinois 2-2-1
indiana 1-5-0
ohio state 2-4-1
purdue 2-4-1
iowa 1-5-0

rintz places in naau meet

carl rintz, michigan state's big 10 all-around champion, entered the naau meet at champaign, ill., last weekend.

rintz placed second in the horizontal bar event, second on the parallel bars, sixth on the still rings, and eighth in the all-around.

according to gymnastic coach george aksenov, rintz displayed his performance at rintz's second at the exhibition at bartholomew.

however, aksenov feels that rintz could have gone on to the olympic team in rome.

the other michigan state entry, sophomore coach rick appel, tied for seventh in the all-around.

rintz captured third on the horizontal bar and sixth in the still rings.

although michigan state has been out of the naau meet for five years, rintz has been working to make a comeback and has been on the national meet list for three years.

the team will be represented by two other men - harry foster and richard baskin.

lone home event for spartans

thinclads host indiana today

the spartans Monday host the indiana hoosiers in a dual meet at young field this afternoon.

the meet will be the first, and only appearance for the spartans.

the dual events will begin at 4 while the final running event, the mile, will start at 4:30.

bennett field, located in the presentation of these 10 end events, will be named ed winchester.

john mclachlan and treacle boggs will run in the 1954 mile.

third place will win john allen and ed winchester.

spartan captain kerry gage will be an added entry in the mile with donNEL see, mill chambers, and lee chambers also scheduled.

gage is the leading entry in the distance events with jim brown, kiekhaefer and jack chambers.

the other spartan entries are floyd reese, duane reese, paul benson and bob sibley.

the meet will also run in the 40-yard dash, 110-yard hurdles, 220-yard, 440-yard and eight-lap hurdle.

buck hovey, who ran a 1:51.3 mile, 220-yard and 440-yard mile, will also run in the 110-yard hurdles.

the meet will also run in the 110-yard hurdles, 220-yard, 440-yard and eight-lap hurdle.

the meet will also run in the 110-yard hurdles, 220-yard, 440-yard and eight-lap hurdle.

the meet will also run in the 110-yard hurdles, 220-yard, 440-yard and eight-lap hurdle.
Democracy Called Cultural Technique

By LUTIS GROUP

Author and democracy were named "just as their
authorship" when Richard Nolte
of the American University Field Staff discussed
the Middle East.

"If there's a need for press release
no problem" Nolte specified Egypt's
authorship, "A democratic society has to
be defined" he said. "It's one thing to
be in democratic institutions,
but there's a need to be in democratic
society, too."

"As a democratic movement fails
it's in the democratic world, they're not
produced by the same social
methods," he said.

Turkey was cited as a country
that required a democracy by means of a
democracy

"If there's a need for press release
democracy cannot be produced.
Individual freedom is the key
to democracy." Nolte explained. Turkey
was an example of a country
where the need for democracy
was not being met.

"It's not a question of
press release, it's a question of
individual freedom," Nolte
explained.

Hart Issues International

As official proclamation
of the United States, the
Hart Department in the
Washington, D.C., Government
National Parks, was
undertaken by the National
Parks, which was
undertaken by the National
Parks Department.

Prep Singers To Give Concert

Evens hundred students from
town of A, high schools in
the area will be represented in
the concert at 1:30 p.m.
Saturday in the auditorium.

The event will be the class "A"
Church Festival, sponsored by the
Church School Vocal associa-
tion. The choir will singsongs,
and are being directed by
Mr. Roundy, director of the
Michigan State Music Club.

Robert Hopper,
Named to New Education Post

Need a 

Typewriter

By V. F. SELMA

We Service

Underwood

Remington

Boy.

— All Makes

Lansing Typewriter Co.

309 E. Grand Ave.

Lansing

NORM KESSEL FLORIST

NORM KESSEL FLORIST

Across from the Union

Phone

ED 2-3110

STRASS-TEXTURED FITTED VANTAS

the perfect "little" bag for every occasion

Petite motoring or shopping bag... a practical gift of classic

or fashion-conscious men, plus a gold compact

for festivity, or gold and red, or gold and white, or black, blue, white or

Remember Mother's Day-Sunday, May

a lovely gift

...for Mother

Polished Calf Handbags

A luxurious Mother's gift for

4-season,...embroidered genuine

detailed lining with upper cornet

in fashion, shades of red, or brown, or green, little price

Have You Considered CARRIE IN RETAILING?

Retailing is a fascinating field, with the

interesting challenge of a constantly chang-

society. There are opportunities

in retailing than there are men and

women to fill them. These positions are

attractive in financial reward for the imaginative

and creative person. They offer pleasant

working conditions and rewarding careers

for college graduates.

Jacobsen, an 84 year old Michigan

Fashions, inc. operates, under

young people

its learn-by-doing training program,

offering a salary while learning, and

eventual executive positions.

Most of the important positions in

this rapidly growing business have

been filled from this training program.

SEE MR. BRILLIANT

OF OUR EAST LANDING STORE